In the hotel sector, we’ve established
a good working relationship with
our partner Neil Worrell from Hotel
Planning. Together, we can proudly
present over 500 projects worldwide,
as part of our portfolio. This business
venture allows us to manage the whole
design process locally, from developing
the brief with the client, creating and
perfecting complex plans, to optimizing
development potential and fulfilling
all local planning and technical
requirements, all under one roof. We
are with you every step of the way, to
create an outstanding hotel at reduced
construction cost, increased profitability
and lower staffing levels.
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Business Center, Oman
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FRANKFURT
AIRRAIL
THE SQUAIRE
PROJECT
GERMANY

One of the most
spectacular and significant
building projects in
mainland Europe.
A building over
660m long and costing more
than 1bn Euro. The Squaire
features two linked Hotels,
one 3* and one 4* with a
clever combined back of
house facility serving both
simultaneously. The hotel
has a dramatic atrium
space 25m high and the
building is both elegant and
functional. 580 guest rooms
are accommodated in the
sleek new building, which is
directly linked to Frankfurt
Airport and sits astride the
Airport high speed railway
station.
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OBZOR
RESORT
AND SPA
BULGARIA

Obzor Resort and
Spa spans over 23 000m2
GEA and 48 000m2 of land.
Its luxurious seafront villas
offer private infinity pools
and great undisturbed
vista, but at the same time
provide the convenience of
the big hotel’s amenities,
just a few footsteps away.
Stage: Concept design
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OBZOR
RESORT
AND SPA
BULGARIA
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FOUR-STAR
SPA HOTEL
SOFIA PROVINCE

Contemporary vision in
combination with cozy and
welcoming materials. The
building takes advantage
of the sloping terrain to
allow for leusire activities
areas and well-hidden
underground parking
entrance.
GBA: 11 000 sqm
Stage: Concept design
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MERCURE
APARTMENT
HOTEL
SOFIA
BULGARIA

The Mercure hotel is a little
business hotel near the city
center of Sofia. It spans
over 6200m2 of GEA . With
its contemporary style and
convenient location it’s a good
addition to the business hotel
sector in the capital.
Stage: Complete
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HOTEL
PALAZZO
POREC /
CROATIA

A concept done for a
sensitive part of the city of
Porec. An existing building
needed to be revitalized and
turned back to life.
Our team did a stunning
vision for the Client,
combining old and new
styles of facade design.
Stage: Feasibility
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HILTON MOLINO
STUCKY LEISURE
HOTEL
VENICE
ITALY
The major conversion of a
19th century Mill on The
Guidecca providing 365 guestrooms including many luxury
suites. Facilities include a
stunning rooftop pool and
bar overlooking the whole
of Venice. The hotel also
features the largest ballroom
on the island for over 1000
people and thus the facilities
make it suitable not only for
leisure travellers but also
for major conference and
business users.
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HOTEL COMPETITION
PLOVDIV

As part of a competition
entry, SGI had to develop an
elegant, contemporary but
integrated building into a
historical environment full
of monuments of culture of
great significance
GBA: 4800 sqm
Stage: Feasibility study
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QUINTA
DO LAGO
ULTRA LUXURY
CONRAD
RESORT
PORTUGAL

Built to resemble a
contemporary white marble
palace, Conrad Algarve
boasts a range of luxurious
rooms and private residences
offering unparallelled quality
in modern design, comfort
and technology. All 285
guest rooms feature marble
bathrooms, private balconies
and modern entertainment
systems. A variety of suites
also offer spacious living and
dining areas and an external
whirlpool. Winner of World
Travel Awards – Europe’s
Leading Luxury Resort 2013.
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DALAMAN
RESORT
& SPA
TURKEY

An all-inclusive
resort with 375 rooms in 27
acres, with seven restaurants
and bars. The hotel won
Travellers’ Choice 2012 on
Trip Advisor. Occupying an
enviable stretch of coastline,
the Hilton Dalaman Resort
& Spa is framed by the
glittering waters of the
Aegean, with the golden
sands and spectacular
scenes of Sarıgerme
beach stretching out on its
doorstep.
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SEVTOPOLIS
HOTEL AND SPA
PAVEL BANYA

An existing and wellestablished hotel needed a
refresh after its 10th year of
operation.
Our team was appointed to
perform a full redesign of all
hotel floors incl. rooms and
corridors.
GBA: 3500 sqm (hotel floors)
Stage: Technical interior
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EDELWEISS
APARTMENT
HOTEL
SOFIA
BULGARIA

This contemporary
interior with a hint of vintage
shows again our definitive
approach towards the design
in general. The Edelweiss
apartment hotel sets high
standard in its field and
provides “outside the box”
thinking when it comes to
style and cosiness.
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APARTHOTEL
HARMONY SUITES
SUNNY BEACH

Keeping the same styling
of the already developed
buildings on site, we used
traditional elements,
well-aging materials and
contemporary approach
towards the overall look and
feel of this hotel.
GBA: 9750 sqm
Stage: Developed Design
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ST.AUGUSTINE’S
APARTMENT
HOTEL
UK

St.Augustine’s interior
aims towards the highend design with classical
interpretation of the
approach towards materials
and design elements. It
brings cosiness and comfort
in an established, but yet
contemporary environment.
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London
Leicester
Leeds		
Solihull
Sofia		

+44 (0)203 755 5178
+44 (0)116 247 0557
+44 (0)113 246 7969
+44 (0)121 711 6929
+359 (0)2 419 9059

http://www.sgiarchitects.com
http://www.hotplan.co.uk

